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Another Season is in the books! I'm sitting by the fire with a whiskey in hand just going
over everything. The past 4 seasons have been a great experience. It's a never ending job 
 but each year we've improved our camp and the hunting area, learning how the animals
use the trails and where to hunt. It's a lot of hard work but it's something we love. To us

it's important that we get the kids out in the wilderness, passing on the things I've learned
from my dad, uncles and grandpa. It takes a team to have a smooth running operation and

I think we've got one of the best teams out there! Thanks for all your hard work.
 Enjoy our 2022 Hunt Report  
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This year I guided some sheep hunts for Mac and Leona Watson. They own and operate 2 great
areas in the Yukon(North Curl Outfitters & Kusawa Outfitters). The weather this summer was
great and the scenery is always fansastic. I did one river hunt for moose with Yukon Stone in

their newly acquired area(previously Cosco's Outfitting). The fall was very warm which kept the
moose quiet and in the timber but we still had some decent action and managed to call in a nice
bull and kill him 80 yards from the tent! After the Yukon I headed down to southern BC on a goat
hunt with a good friend and past client Paul Taylor. It was a fantastic hunt in a beatuful area. We

both managed to tag out on some great goats. 



Deer Season is always a lot of fun and this season was no exception. Unfortunately the
hunting was slower than normal with unseasonably warm temperatures. There wasn't

much rutting activity and the big boys weren't moving like normal. None the less we still
managed to kill some nice bucks. It still surprises me at how big some of the bodies are on
these deer, they look like small horses! The good news was we're seeing lots of nice young

bucks and good fawn recruitment which is promising for next season. Our clients were
great on passing up our younger deer which really helps our herd management. We also

got some new trails opened up and are excited to explore and hunt them next year! 
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We were finally able to run our 1st bear season.  Jess and the kids came out for a few
weeks and helped get camp ready. My dad and Greg were hard at work building our

garage and finishing cabin 1 up. The bear hunting was fantastic with some really big boars
being taken. Almost all our hunters were bow hunters and everyone managed to tag out.

A few of the bears squared 7' and were right around 400 lbs. Our average was right around
250 lbs with lots being over 300 lbs 

 The weather was great and the bugs were minimal, which makes everything that much
more enjoyable. The walleye fishing on the river was good and is a perfect way to spend

the day before heading out for the evening hunt. We're looking forward to getting back to
camp this spring!  If you'd like to join us for a great adventure give us a call! 
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